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Abstract

We present some examples of mathematically natural nonrecursive sets
of integers and relations on integers by combining results from Part 1,
recursion theory, and from the negative solution to Hilbert�s 10th Problem
([3], [1], and [2]).

1 Introduction

We present some examples of mathematically natural nonrecursive sets of inte-
gers and multivariate relations on integers.
The usual examples of nonrecursive sets and relations on the integers involve

mathematically unnatural codings of �nite objects as integers, and may also
involve models of computation and formal languages.
A very important mathematically natural example of a nonrecursive set of

�nite objects comes from the work on Hilbert�s 10th Problem (see [2]). This
is the set of all integral polynomials that have an integral zero. This example
avoids models of computation and formal languages. However, it does not read-
ily provide a mathematically natural nonrecursive set of integers. For example,
one can form the nonrecursive set of integer codes of integral polynomials that
have an integral zero. However, the coding of integral polynomials as integers
destroys the mathematical naturalness of the example.
Our approach is to use the work on Hilbert�s 10th Problem together with [3].

In particular we show that the following two sets are nonrecursive (see Corollary
26).
fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = max(PZ) and P [�3; 3] � [�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3])g;
fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = jPZ\Z+j and P [�3; 3] � [�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3])g.
We also show that if �3; 3 are replaced by �3=2; 3=2, then both of these sets

become recursive. See Corollary 26.
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Here IPOLY is the set of all integral polynomials (polynomials of several
variables with integer coe¢ cients into <). For E � <, PE is the set of all values
of P at arguments from E. Here j j is used for cardinality. log is the natural
logarithm.
Some readers may be uncomfortable with the informal notion of �mathe-

matically natural� in this context. We can restate the aim as one of �nding
examples that are �more and more mathematically natural�. Readers who are
still uncomfortable will �nd rich connections between analysis, recursion theory,
and Hilbert�s 10th problem of interest in their own right.

2 Some Recursion Theoretic Sets

We use N for the set of all nonnegative integers. In this section, we will use
We for the r:e: enumeration of the r:e: sets given by a standard Turing machine
model, and 'e(n) for a standard partial recursive enumeration of the partial
recursive functions also given by a standard Turing machine model. In section
3, we will work with any standard enumeration.
Let A = fn 2 N : (9e < n)(n = max(We))g. Let B = fn 2 N : (9e <

n)(n = jWej)g. We will show that A;B are not r:e: and not co� r:e:
First we need an easy combinatorial lemma.

Lemma 1 Let f : N ! N , where no tail of f is one-one. The set X = fn 2
N : (9e < n)(n = f(e))g is coin�nite.

Proof. Let p 2 N . Choose q > p such that the range of f on [p; q] has
at most j[p; q]j � p � 1 elements. In particular, f on [p; q] omits at least p + 1
elements of [p; q]. Hence f on [0; q] omits some n 2 [p; q]. Therefore n =2 X.

Lemma 2 A;B are not r:e:

Proof. Suppose A is r:e:, and let A = We, where e is su¢ ciently large.
By Lemma 1, let r be largest such that [2e; r) � A. Then r =2 A. Note that
[2e; r] = fi � 2e : [2e; i) � Ag is We0 for some e0 < 2e, and nonempty. Hence
max([2e; r]) = r 2 A.
Suppose B is r:e:, and let B =We, where e is su¢ ciently large. By Lemma

1, let r be largest such that [2e; r) � B. Then r =2 B. Note that [2e; 2e + r) is
We0 for some e0 < 2e. Hence j[2e; 2e + r)j = r 2 B.

Theorem 3 A is not r:e: and not co� r:e: A meets every in�nite r:e: set. A is
recursive in 00.

Proof. For the second claim, let A be disjoint from the in�nite r:e: set We.
We can assume that e is su¢ ciently large. Let p be the �rst element greater
than 2e that comes up in the enumeration of We. Then fpg = We0 for some
e0 < p. Hence p 2 A. This is a contradiction. By Lemma 1, A is coin�nite.
Hence A is not co � r:e: A is not r:e: by Lemma 2. To see that A is recursive
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in 00, note that n 2 A if and only if (9e < n)(n 2We and (8m 2We)(m � n)).
The inside of this formula is the conjunction of a � formula and a � formula,
which is recursive in 00. The outermost bounded quanti�er will keep this formula
recursive in 00:

Theorem 4 B is not r:e: and not co � r:e: B meets every in�nite r:e: set. B
is recursive in 00.

Proof. For the second claim, let B be disjoint from the in�nite r:e: set We.
We can assume that e is su¢ ciently large. Let p be the �rst element greater
than 2e that comes up in the enumeration of We. Then f1; 2; :::; pg = We0 for
some e0 < p. Hence p 2 B. This is a contradiction. By Lemma 1, B is coin�nite.
Hence A is not co� r:e: B is not r:e: by Lemma 2. To see that B is recursive in
00, note that n 2 B if and only if (9e < n)(there are at least n elements of We

and at most n elements of We). The inside of this formula is the conjunction of
a � formula and a � formula, which is recursive in 00. The outermost bounded
quanti�er will keep this formula recursive in 00.
The set A� = fn : (9e < n)('e(0) = n)g has been well studied.
E � N is called e¤ectively simple if and only if

1. E is r:e:;

2. E is coin�nite;

3. there is a recursive function g : N ! N such that for all e, ifWe is disjoint
from E then jWej � g(e).

Lemma 5 A� is e¤ectively simple.

Proof. A� is obviously r:e:, and by Lemma 1, A� is coin�nite. For each
e, let h(e) be the maximum element among the �rst 2e elements of We in the
standard enumeration of We. Here h(e) is de�ned if and only if there are at
least 2e elements of We. Then for su¢ ciently large e, if h(e) is de�ned then
h(e) � 2eand h(e) 2 A�. Hence for su¢ ciently large e, if We is disjoint from A�

then h(e) is unde�ned. Therefore for su¢ ciently large e, if We is disjoint from
A� then jWej < 2e. Also, as in the proof of Theorem 3, for all e, ifWe is disjoint
from A� then We is �nite. So we can set g to be 2e for su¢ ciently large e, and
su¢ ciently large for small e.

Lemma 6 Every e¤ectively simple set is of Turing degree 00.

Proof. For a proof of this theorem of D.A. Martin, (as well as the above
Lemma 5), see [1], p. 263-265.

Theorem 7 A� is of Turing degree 00.

Proof. By Lemmas 5 and 6.
Note that we have relied on the assumption that we are working with We

and 'e based on a Turing machine model. In the next section, we prove much
more general versions of these results which avoid such assumptions.
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3 Some Strong Generalizations

Here we replace the relation n = max(We) with the general relation n = f(e).
We also generalize e < n. We assume that 'n(m) is any standard partial
recursive enumeration of the partial recursive functions (not necessarily given
by a Turing machine model). See [1], p.215.

Lemma 8 Let g : N ! N be recursive. For all r � 0 there exists n1; :::; nr
such that 'n1(0); :::; 'nr (0) are distinct and > 2max(g(n1); :::; g(nr)).

Proof. Let g be as given. We prove the following by induction on r � 0.
For all t, there exists n1; :::; nr such that 'n1(0); :::; 'nr (0) are distinct and
> 2max(g(n1); :::; g(nr); t): The basis case r = 0 is vacuous. Assume true
for a �xed r � 0: Let t be given. By the recursion theorem, de�ne 'nr+1(0) �=
2max(g(n1); :::; g(nr); 'n1(0); :::; 'nr (0); g(nr+1))+1, where n1; :::; nr are chosen
by e¤ective search such that 'n1(0); :::; 'nr (0) are distinct and> 2max(g(n1); :::; g(nr+1); t):
By the induction hypothesis, this e¤ective search will be successful, and so
'nr+1(0) = 2max(g(n1); :::; g(nr); 'n1(0); :::; 'nr (0); g(nr+1))+1:Hence 'nr+1(0)
is distinct from 'n1(0); :::; 'nr (0), and the latter are distinct and> 2max(g(n1); :::; g(nr+1); t):
Also 'nr+1(0) > 2max(g(n1); :::; g(nr+1); t): This completes the induction argu-
ment.

Lemma 9 Assume

1. f : E ! N; E � N ;

2. there is a recursive function g : N ! N such that for all n, if 'n(0) exists
then 'n(0) = f(g(n)).

Then for all r � 1 there exists n1 < ::: < nr such that f(n1); :::; f(nr) > 2nr.
Proof. Let f;E; g be as given. By Lemma 8, let m1; :::;mr be such

that 'm1
(0); :::; 'mr

(0) are distinct and greater than max(g(m1); :::; g(mr)).
Then f(g(m1)); :::; f(g(mr)) are distinct and > 2max(g(m1); :::; g(mr)). Choose
n1; :::; nr to be g(m1); :::; g(mr) in increasing order.

Theorem 10 Assume

1. f : E ! N;E � N ;

2. there is a recursive function g : N ! N such that for all n, if 'n(0) exists
then 'n(0) = f(g(n));

3. h : N ! N is recursive, unbounded, and h(n)� n is bounded above.

Then the set S[f; h] = fn : n 2 f [0; 1; :::; h(n)]g meets every in�nite r:e: set
and is coin�nite. In particular, S[f; h] is not co� r:e:
Proof. Let s � 1 be an upper bound for h(n)�n. Hence h(n) � n+s. To see

that S[f; h] is coin�nite, it su¢ ces to show that S0 = fn : n 2 f [0; 1; :::; n+ s]g
is coin�nite. Let t � 1. We show that S0 excludes some m � t. Let r � s; t,
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and n1 < ::: < nr, where f(n1); :::; f(nr) > 2nr, using Lemma 9. Note that
f [0; :::; nr + s] has nr + s + 1 values, counting multiplicities, and at least r of
these values lie above nr + s. Hence f [0; :::; nr + s] has at most nr + s+ 1 � r
distinct values in [0; :::; nr + s]. Therefore at least r elements of [0; :::; nr + s]
must lie outside f [0; :::; nr + s]: Hence at least t + 1 elements of [0; :::; nr] lie
outside f [0; :::; nr + s]. These t+1 elements cannot lie in S0. Hence S0 excludes
some m � t:
It su¢ ces to show that S[f; h] meets every in�nite recursive set. Let E be an

in�nite recursive set. By the recursion theorem and that h is unbounded, de�ne
'n(0) to be the least element p 2 E such that h(p) > g(n). Then 'n(0) = p =
f(g(n)) and h(f(g(n))) > g(n). We claim that f(g(n)) = 'n(0) 2 S[f; h]. This
follows from g(n) 2 [0; 1; :::; h(f(g(n)))].

Theorem 11 Assume

1. f : N ! N is partial recursive;

2. there is a recursive function g : N ! N such that for all n, if 'n(0) exists
then 'n(0) = f(g(n));

3. h : N ! N is recursive, unbounded, and h(n)� n is bounded above.

Then the set S[f; h] = fn : n 2 f [0; 1; :::; h(n)]g is e¤ectively simple, and
hence is of Turing degree 00.
Proof. By Theorem 10, S[f; h] is coin�nite. Also S[f; h] is obviously r:e:

Let We be disjoint from S[f; h]. Let x1; x2; ::: be the standard e¤ective listing
of the elements of We without repetition. The listing may not be in increasing
order. We wish to obtain an e¤ective upper bound on the length of this listing in
terms of e. By the recursion theorem, let n = n(e) be such that 'n(0) is the �rst
element p in the enumeration ofWe such that h(p) > g(n). Here 'n(0) converges
if and only if p exists. Suppose n = n(e) exists. Then h(f(g(n)) > g(n). We
claim that f(g(n)) 2 S[f; h]. This follows from g(n) 2 f0; 1; :::; h(f(g(n)))g.
This is a contradiction. We have now shown that for all e, if We is disjoint
from S[f; h], then n(e) does not exist. Let G(e) be the number of p such that
h(p) � g(n). Then in the enumeration of We, at most G(e) + 1 integers can
appear. Hence jWej � G(e) + 1.
We say that h : N ! N goes to1 if and only if for all n � 1, h is eventually

greater than n.

Theorem 12 Let h : N ! N be recursive, go to 1, and h(n) � n be bounded
above. Then the sets

1) fn 2 N : (9e � h(n))(n = max(We))g
2) fn 2 N : (9e � h(n))(n = jWej)

meet every in�nite r:e: set, and are not r::e: and not co�r:e. On the other hand,
let h : N ! N be recursive, eventually strictly increasing, and omit in�nitely
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many values. There are standard enumerations We, 'n, such that the sets

3) fn 2 N : (9e � h(n))(n = max(We))g
4) fn 2 N : (9e � h(n))(n = jWej)
5) fn 2 N : (9e � h(n))(n = 'e(0))g

are all co�nite.

Proof. By Theorem 10, 1) and 2) meet every in�nite r:e: set, are coin�nite,
and hence are not co � r:e: For the last claim about co�niteness, note that
Nn(rng(h) � 1) is an in�nite recursive set. We can arrange for a standard
enumeration to focus its action on indices in that in�nite recursive set, whereas
we arrange that for all positive h(n), 'h(n)�1(0) = n: Under this standard
enumeration, 5) is co�nite. If we arrange that for all positive h(n), Wh(n)�1 =
f1; :::; ng, then 3) and 4) are co�nite.
To see that 1) and 2) are not r:e:, we adapt the proof of Lemma 2 to work for

any standard enumeration. Suppose 1) is r:e: By the recursion theorem, de�ne
We to consist of those n for which h(n) � e, where all n0 < n with h(n0) � e
lie in 1). If We is in�nite, then 1) contains all n for which h(n) � e, which
contradicts that 1) is coin�nite (Theorem 10). Hence We is �nite and obviously
nonempty. Also by the de�nition of We, we see that max(We) does not lie in
1). However, h(max(We)) � e; and max(We) lies in 1).
Suppose 2) is r:e: By the recursion theorem, de�ne We to consist of those

i > 0 for which there exists an n � i for which h(n) � e, where for all n0 < n with
h(n0) � e lie in 2). If We is in�nite, then 2) contains all n for which h(n) � e,
which contradicts that 2) is coin�nite (Theorem 10). Hence We is �nite and
obviously nonempty. Also by the de�nition of We, we see that max(We) = jWej
does not lie in 2). However, h(jWej) � e; and jWej lies in 2).

4 Natural Nonrecursive Sets

By an integral polynomial we mean a polynomial function of the form P : <k !
< presented as a polynomial with integer coe¢ cients. Let IPOLY be the set of
all integral polynomials. We can treat IPOLY recursion theoretically in terms
of codes for the presentations of integral polynomials.

Lemma 13 Assume

1. P0; P1; ::: is a recursive enumeration of IPOLY without repetition;

2. f : E ! N; E � IPOLY ;

3. there is a recursive function g : N ! IPOLY such that for all n, if 'n(0)
exists then 'n(0) = f(g(n));

4. h : N ! N is recursive, unbounded, and h(n)� n is bounded above.
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Then fn : n 2 f [P0; P1; :::; Ph(n)]g meets every in�nite r:e: set and is coin�-
nite. In particular, it is not co� r:e:
Proof. Let the P�s, f; g; h be as given. Let f 0 : N ! N be given by f 0(n) =

f(Pn). Let g0 : N ! N be given by g0(n) = m, where g(n) = Pm. Then g0 is
recursive. Also if 'n(0) exists then 'n(0) = f(g(n)) = f(Pg0(n)) = f 0(g0(n)). So
f 0; g0; h obey the hypotheses of Theorem 10. To complete the proof, note that
fn : n 2 f 0[0; :::; h(n)]g = fn : n 2 f [P0; :::; Ph(n)]g.
For A � <, it is convenient to write PA for the set of all values of P

at arguments from A. In this way, we can avoid introducing a letter for the
number of variables of P .
Let A be a nonempty compact subset of <. We write maxmag(A) for the

maximum of the absolute values of the elements of A.

Lemma 14 Let r > 2 and n be su¢ ciently large. There are at most n=2 P
2 IPOLY such that P maps [�r; r] into [�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3]. Furthermore,
there is a recursive function f(r,n) such that for all rationals r > 2 and all
integers n � 0, every P 2 IPOLY which maps [-r,r] into [-n,n] has number
of variables, degree, and magnitude of coe¢ cients bounded above by the integer
f(r,n).

Proof. For the �rst claim, see [3], Theorem 2. For the second claim, see the
estimates in [3], Lemmas 1,2,3.

Lemma 15 Let r > 2 be rational. There is a recursive enumeration P r0 ; P
r
1 ; :::

of IPOLY without repetition, where for all n, maxmag(P rn [�r; r]) � maxmag(P rn+1[�r; r]).

Proof. Fix r as given. We �rst claim that for each n � 0, we can e¤ectively
list the �nitely many P 2 IPOLY in increasing (�) order ofmaxmag(P [�r; r]),
where maxmag(P [�r; r]) � n, without repetition. To see this, given n, �rst ef-
fectively list all P 2 IPOLY whose number of variables, degree, and magnitude
of coe¢ cients are bounded above by f(r; n), as in Lemma 14, without repetition.
Call this the n� th pre-list. Using the Tarski decision procedure for the elemen-
tary theory of the �eld of the real numbers, we can give the presentation of any
maxmag(P [�r; r]) as a real algebraic number, e¤ectively in P 2 IPOLY , and
then e¤ectively compare any two such presentations, e¤ectively in P 2 IPOLY .
Hence by deleting terms and rearranging the order of terms as necessary, we can
e¤ectively convert the n� th pre-list into the n� th list as claimed. Now note
that for all n � 0, the n� th list is an initial segment of the next list. We can
now create the required recursive enumeration by combining these �nite lists.

The fundamental recursion theoretic fact that we need about integral polyno-
mials comes from the Matiyasevich/Robinson/Davis/Putnam solution to Hilbert�s
10th problem (see [2]).

Lemma 16 Let k � 1 andW � Zk be r:e: There exists m � 1 and P 2 IPOLY
with k + m variables such that W = fx 2 Zk : (9y 2 Zm)(P (x; y) = 0)g.
Furthermore, every such set is r:e:
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Proof. See [2]. We choose to have the existential quanti�ers range over Z,
and this reduces to the case where they range over N using the fact that every
nonnegative integer is the sum of four squares.

Lemma 17 There is a recursive function T : N ! IPOLY such that for all e,
T (e)Z \N =We. There is a recursive function J : N ! IPOLY such that for
all n, if 'n(0) exists then J(n)Z \N = f1; :::; 'n(0)g.

Proof. The second claim follows immediately from the �rst. By Lemma 16,
let m � 1 and P 2 IPOLY with 2 + m variables such that for all e; n 2 Z,
n 2We if and only if (9y 2 Zm)(P (e; n; y) = 0). De�ne T (e) to be the integral
polynomial Q(n; y) = n � (n2 + 1)P (e; n; y)2. Note that if P (e; n; y) 6= 0 then
Q(n; y) � n � (n2 + 1) = n � n2 � 1 < 0. Therefore Q(n; y) � 0 implies
P (e; n; y) = 0 and Q(n; y) = n and n 2 We: Hence every nonnegative value of
Q(n; y) lies in We. On the other hand, if n 2We, then there exists y 2 Zm such
that P (e; n; y) = 0 and Q(n; y) = n. So the nonnegative values of Q are exactly
the elements of We.
The construction used in the preceding proof was introduced in [4] to prove

that every Diophantine set of positive integers is the positive range of an integral
polynomial.
We de�ne the following two sets for all real numbers r.
C[r] = fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = max(PZ) and P [�r; r] � [�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3])g.
D[r] = fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = jPZ \ Z+j and P [�r; r] �

[�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3])g.

Lemma 18 Let r > 2 be rational. C[r] and D[r] each meet every in�nite r:e:
set, and are coin�nite. Also C[r] and D[r] are of Turing degree � 00.

Proof. Let r be as given. We apply Lemma 13. We use the recursive
enumeration of IPOLY in Lemma 15. Take E = fP 2 IPOLY : PZ is
bounded aboveg. Take g = J of Lemma 17. Take f1(P ) = max(PZ) and
f2(P ) = jPZ \Z+j. By Lemma 14, let t be so large that for all n � t, there are
at most n=2 P 2 IPOLY such that P maps [�r; r] into [�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3].
Note that for n > 1, (logn)1=3 is transcendental. Therefore we can e¤ectively
compare, for each P 2 IPOLY , the quantity maxmag(P [�r; r]) with (logn)1=3.
This is because we know from the Tarski decision procedure for the �eld of
real numbers that maxmag(P [�r; r]) is algebraic, whose presentation is given
e¤ectively from P . This means that we are comparing a given real algebraic
number with an e¤ectively given transcendental number. So for n � t, we
de�ne h(n) as the greatest m such that maxmag(Pm[�r; r]) < (logn)1=3, using
Lemma 14. For n < t, we de�ne h(n) = 0. Then for n � t, h(n) � n=2 < n,
and h is recursive and unbounded. Also using g = J from Lemma 17, we have
established all of the hypotheses of Lemma 13 for f1; f2. By Lemma 13, we see
that C[r] and D[r] each meet every in�nite r:e: set, and are coin�nite.
For the last claim, we have only to e¤ectively decide for any given n > 1

whether or not P [�r; r] � [�logn)1=3; (logn)1=3]. We again use the Tarski deci-
sion procedure for the �eld of real numbers to e¤ectively and explicitly obtain
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maxmag(P [�r; r]) as a real algebraic number, and compare this to (logn)1=3,
the latter being an e¤ectively given transcendental.
Let F;G : Z+ ! <+. We now de�ne the following two sets.
C[r; F ] = fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = max(PZ) and P [�r; r] �

[�F (n); F (n)])g.
D[r; F ] = fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = jPZ \ Z+j and P [�r; r] �

[�F (n); F (n)])g.

Lemma 19 Let r > 2 be rational. Suppose F : Z+ ! <+ eventually dominates
an unbounded recursive function from Z+ into Z+, and for all su¢ ciently large
n, F (n) � (logn)1=3. Then C[r; F ] and D[r; F ] meet every in�nite r:e: set and
are coin�nite.

Proof. We again apply Lemma 13. Take E = fP 2 IPOLY : PZ is
bounded aboveg. Take g = J of Lemma 17. Take f1(P ) = max(PZ) and
f2(P ) = jPZ \ Z+j. Let F eventually dominate the unbounded recursive func-
tion h : Z+ ! Z+. Let n be su¢ ciently large, both according to the hypotheses,
and Lemma 14. Since F (n) � (logn)1=3, we see that h(n) � n=2. We now apply
Lemma 13 with f1 and f2; obtaining two sets C;D. Obviously all but �nitely
many elements of C lie in C[r; F ], and all but �nitely many elements of D lie in
D[r; F ]. Since C;D meet every in�nite r:e: set, we see that C[r; F ] and D[r; F ]
also meet every in�nite r:e: set. On the other hand, by the inequality on F , we
see that all but �nitely many elements of C[r; F ] lie in C[r], and all but �nitely
many elements of D[r; F ] lie in D[r]. Since the latter are coin�nite, so are the
former.

Lemma 20 Let r > 2 be a real number. Suppose F : Z+ ! <+ eventually
dominates an unbounded recursive function from Z+ into Z+, and for all su¢ -
ciently large n, F (n) � (logn)1=3. Then C[r; F ] and D[r; F ] meet every in�nite
r:e: set and are coin�nite. C[r; F ] and D[r; F ] are not co� r:e:

Proof. Let r; F be as given. Let 2 < p < r < q, where p; q are rationals.
By Lemma 19, C[p; F ]; D[p; F ]; C[q; F ]; D[q; F ] each meet every in�nite r:e: set
and are coin�nite. Hence by the obvious inclusion relations, this is also true of
C[r; F ]; D[r; F ]. It follows immediately that C[r; F ] and D[r; F ] are not co�r:e:

Lemma 21 Under the hypotheses of Lemma 20, C[r; F ] and D[r; F ] are not
r:e:

Proof. Since this is a statement that does not involve enumerations of r:e:
sets or partial recursive functions in any way, we are free to use such enumer-
ations given by a Turing machine model. Recall the function T of Lemma 17.
Suppose C[r; F ] = We. Let n be su¢ ciently large, and consider the longest
closed interval I(n) of integers starting with maxf#(T (i)) : i � n!)g!!, that is
contained in We, except possibly for the right endpoint, x. Here !! is the factor-
ial of the factorial, which is used to avoid any issues surrounding ad hoc details
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of a Turing machine model, and # is a standard indexing of the elements of
IPOLY . So x � maxf#(T (i)) : i � n!)g!!. Since We is coin�nite, I(n) exists,
and x =2We. Let p be naturally chosen so that Wp = I(n). Then clearly p � n!;
and so T (p)[�r; r] � [�x; x]. But then x 2We, which is a contradiction.
The case of D[r; F ] is handled analogously as follows. Suppose D[r; F ] =

We. Let n be su¢ ciently large, and consider the longest closed interval I(n)
of integers starting with maxf#(T (i)) : i � n!)g!!, that is contained in We,
except possibly for the right endpoint, x. Since We is coin�nite, I(n) exists,
and x =2We. Let I 0(n) = I(n)[ [1;maxf#(T (i)) : i � n!)g!!]: Let p be naturally
chosen so that Wp = I

0(n). Then clearly p � n!; and so T (p)[�r; r] � [�x; x].
But then x 2We, which is a contradiction.

Theorem 22 Let r > 2 be a real number. Suppose F : Z+ ! <+ eventually
dominates an unbounded recursive function from Z+ into Z+, and for all su¢ -
ciently large n, F (n) � (logn)1=3. Then C[r; F ] and D[r; F ] meet every in�nite
r:e: set and are coin�nite. C[r; F ] and D[r; F ] are not r:e: and not co� r:e:

Proof. From Lemmas 20 and 21.

Lemma 23 Let 0 < r < 2. There exists c > 0 such that the following holds.
For all su¢ ciently large n there exists P 2 IPOLY such that P [�r; r] � [�c; c]
and max(PZ) = n.

Proof. See [3], Theorem 4.

Lemma 24 Let 0 < r < 2. There exists real numbers c1 > c2 > ::: converging
to 0 such that the following holds. For all su¢ ciently large n there exists P 2
IPOLY such that P [�r; r] � [�cn; cn] and jPZ \ Z+j = n.

Proof. See [3], Theorem 7.

Theorem 25 Let 0 < r < 2. Suppose F : Z+ ! <+ goes to in�nity and
G : Z+ ! <+ is bounded below by a positive real number. Then C[r; F ] and
D[r;G] is co�nite.

Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 23 and 24.

Corollary 26 If 0 < r < 2 then C[r] and D[r] are recursive. If r > 2 then
C[r] and D[r] are nonrecursive. If r > 2 is rational then C[r] and D[r] are of
Turing degree � 00.

Proof. Recall the de�nitions of C[r] and D[r] given just before Lemma
18. The �rst claim follows from Theorem 25. The second claim follows from
Theorem 22. The �nal claim is from Lemma 18.
In particular, note that

1. C[3=2] = fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = max(PZ) and P [�3=2; 3=2] �
[�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3])g is recursive;
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2. C[3] = fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = max(PZ) and P [�3; 3] �
[�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3])g is nonrecursive and � 00;

3. D[3=2] = fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = jPZ \ Z+j and P [�3=2; 3=2] �
[�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3])g is recursive;

4. D[3] = fn 2 Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = jPZ \ Z+j and P [�3; 3] �
[�(logn)1=3; (logn)1=3])g is nonrecursive and � 00.

It is not clear what happens if we use [�2; 2]. I.e., is C[2] recursive? Is D[2]
recursive?
In general we can ask for good necessary and/or su¢ cient conditions on

r; F such that C[r; F ] is recursive, or D[r; F ] is recursive. This may involve a
rather delicate interaction between approximation theory, recursion theory, and
number theory (aspects of the latter involved in the solution to Hilbert�s 10th
problem).

5 Natural Nonrecursive Relations

We present some natural binary and ternary relations on Z+ whose nonrecur-
siveness is an immediate consequence of Corollary 26.

Theorem 27 The following binary relations on Z+ are not r:e:, not co� r:e:,
and � 00.

1. f(n;m) 2 Z+ � Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = max(PZ) and P [�3; 3] �
[�m;m])g;

2. f(n;m) 2 Z+ � Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = jPZ \ Z+j and P [�3; 3] �
[�m;m])g.

Proof. Let F : Z+ ! R+ be given by F (n) = b(logn)1=3c and r = 3. By
Theorem 22, C[r; F ] and D[r; F ] are not r:e: or co� r:e: Now n 2 C[r; F ] if and
only if (n; F (n)) lies in the �rst set, and n 2 D[r; F ] if and only if (n; F (n)) lies
in the second set. Hence the �rst and second sets cannot be r:e: or co� r:e.

Theorem 28 The following ternary relations on Z+ are not r:e:, not co� r:e:,
and � 00:

1. f(n;m; r) 2 Z+�Z+�Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = max(PZ) and P [�m;m] �
[�r; r])g;

2. f(n;m; r) 2 Z+ � Z+ � Z+ : (9P 2 IPOLY )(n = jPZ \ Z+j and
P [�m;m] � [�r; r])g.

Proof. The obvious reductions of the two binary relations in Theorem 27
to these ternary relations are such that if the latter are r:e:(co� r:e:) then the
former are r:e:(co� r:e:).
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We now present a 16-ary relation R on the extended integers Ze = Z [
f�1;1g that is particularly natural. For a; b 2 Ze, we let (a; :::; b) = fi 2 Z :
a < i < bg and (a; b) = fx 2 < : a < x < bg.
R(n1; :::; n16) if and only if there exists P 2 IPOLY such that

1. P (n1; :::; n2) � (n3; :::; n4);

2. P (n5; n6) � (n7; n8);

3. P (n9; :::; n10) * (n11; :::; n12);

4. P (n13; n14) * (n15; n16).

The use of open intervals here causes a technical problem which is easily
resolved. De�ne C(r; F ) and D(r; F ) to be the same as C[r; F ] and D[r; F ]
except that [�r; r] is replaced by (�r; r) and [�F (n); F (n)] is replaced by
(�F (n); F (n)).

Lemma 29 Let r > 2 be a real number. Suppose F : Z+ ! <+ eventually
dominates an unbounded recursive function from Z+ into Z+, and for all su¢ -
ciently large n, F (n) � (logn)1=3. Then C(r; F ) and D(r; F ) meet every in�nite
r:e: set and are coin�nite. C(r; F ) and D(r; F ) are not r:e: and not co� r:e:

Proof. Note that C[r + 1; F=2] � C(r; F ) � C[r; F ]. By Theorem 22,
C[r+1; F=2]meets every in�nite r:e: set, and C[r; F ] is coin�nite. Hence C(r; F )
meets every in�nite r:e: set and is coin�nite. The proof of Lemma 21 also works
for C(r; F ). D(r; F ) is treated in the same way.

Theorem 30 The 16-ary relation R on Ze is not r:e:, not co� r:e:

Proof. Let F : Z+ ! <+ be given by F (n) = b(logn)1=3c and r = 3. By
Theorem 29, C(r; F ) is not r:e: or co� r:e: Note that n 2 C(r; F ) if and only if
R(�1;1;�1; n+ 1;�r; r;�F (n); F (n);�1;1;�1; n;�1;1; 0; 0):
NOTE: Recent recursion theoretic work of Davie and Solovay shows that

the set A of section 2 is Turing complete (of Turing degree 00). It is expected
to show that B is Turing complete, as well as the sets at the end of section 4.
A consequence would be that the binary and ternary relations in this section
are also Turing complete (of Turing degree 00), and that R � 00: Is R Turing
complete?
We wish to thank the referee for helpful suggestions. In particular, the

referee has pointed out that in [4], a sharper version of the trick used in the
proof of Lemma 17 can be found, which in our notation, shows that we can
require T (e) = We [ Z�. The referee suggests the possibility of using this to
obtain additional natural nonrecursive sets by using PZ = fx 2 Z : x � ng as
an alternative to our n = max(PZ) and n = jPZ \ Z+j. This suggestion will
be pursued elsewhere.
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